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1

Introduction

Deep Neural Network (DNN) inference has been widely
adopted by modern intelligent applications, such as autonomous driving [2, 37, 41, 80], virtual reality [58, 83],
speech/image recognition [32, 75], and healthcare [19, 24],
just to name a few. Many of them demand real-time inference serving in mission-critical tasks, where GPUs have
emerged as a popular accelerator to serve DNN inferences [15, 33, 47, 89].
Although the low-latency demand of DNN inferences can
be fulfilled by dedicating the whole GPU to sequentially serve
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Many intelligent applications like autonomous driving and
virtual reality require running both latency-critical and besteffort DNN inference tasks to achieve both real time and
work conserving on GPU. However, commodity GPUs lack
efficient preemptive scheduling support and state-of-the-art
approaches either have to monopolize GPU or let the realtime tasks to wait for best-effort tasks to complete, which
causes low utilization or high latency, or both.
This paper presents R EEF, the first GPU-accelerated DNN
inference serving system that enables microsecond-scale kernel preemption and controlled concurrent execution in GPU
scheduling. R EEF is novel in two ways. First, based on the
observation that DNN inference kernels as mostly idempotent, R EEF devises a reset-based preemption scheme that
launches a real-time kernel on the GPU by proactively killing
and restoring best-effort kernels at microsecond-scale. Second, since DNN inference kernels have varied parallelism
and predictable latency, R EEF proposes a dynamic kernel
padding mechanism that dynamically pads the real-time kernel with appropriate best-effort kernels to fully utilize the
GPU with negligible overhead. Evaluation using a new DNN
inference serving benchmark (DISB) with diverse workloads
and a real-world trace on an AMD GPU shows that R EEF
only incurs less than 2% overhead in the end-to-end latency
for real-time tasks but increases the overall throughput by up
to 7.7×, compared to dedicating the GPU to real-time tasks.
To demonstrate the feasibility of our approaches on closedsource GPUs, we further ported and evaluated a restricted
version of R EEF on an NVIDIA GPU with a reduction of the
preemption latency by up to 12.3× (from 6.3×).
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Fig. 1: (a) The overall throughput of DNN inferences (both realtime and best-effort tasks) and (b) the end-to-end latency of real-time
tasks when using concurrent GPU scheduling (i.e., multiple GPU
streams [46, 49, 60]), (c) the end-to-end latency of real-time tasks
when using preemptive GPU scheduling (i.e., wait-based preemption [12, 77, 90]), and (d) the throughput of best-effort tasks as
the frequency of real-time tasks increases. Workload: VGG [68]
(real-time) and ResNet [30] (best-effort). Testbed: one AMD Radeon
Instinct MI50 GPU with 16 GB of memory (see §7 for details).

requests from a single DNN application [10, 80, 91], it is
hard to fully exploit the massive parallelism of the GPU [47].
Hence, it is a common practice to share a GPU among multiple applications with different timing constraints in emerging intelligent systems [41, 78], which can greatly improve
overall throughput, as shown in Fig. 1(a). For example, autonomous vehicles use DNNs to recognize obstacles and traffic lights [9, 59], which are latency-critical tasks (called realtime tasks in this paper). Meanwhile, other tasks with no hard
real-time requirement [78] (called best-effort tasks in this paper), such as monitoring human driver’s emotion and fatigue,
are also served within the GPU using DNNs [19, 48, 84].
Typically, DNN inferences have two potentially conflicting
goals for GPU scheduling. First, the real-time tasks should be
treated as first-class citizens on the GPU without interference
from other tasks to achieve low end-to-end latency. Second,
both real-time tasks and best-effort tasks should be served
concurrently on the GPU to achieve high overall throughput
(work-conserving).
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State-of-the-art GPU libraries (e.g., CUDA [52] and
ROCm [3]) commonly provide multiple GPU streams (e.g.,
CUDA Streams [60]) to concurrently execute multiple tasks
on the same GPU. However, as shown in Fig. 1(b), although
the end-to-end inference latency of real-time tasks is low
(about 4 ms) and stable when monopolizing the GPU, the tail
latency of real-time tasks significantly increases by over an order of magnitude (close to 50 ms) when running concurrently
with best-effort tasks. This, unfortunately, is unacceptable for
real-time scenarios [85].
Similar to operating systems using preemptive scheduling
to provide real-time guarantees, an intuitive approach is to provide preemption for GPU scheduling, which is unfortunately
missing in commodity GPUs [70]. Prior work [12, 77, 90]
proposed a wait-based approach to passively waiting until
the completion of running blocks, which may cause a preemption delay of several milliseconds. Although it may be
sufficient for traditional GPU workloads, this approach is still
far from optimal for DNN inference tasks since the preemption latency is non-trivial compared to the execution time of
real-time inference tasks, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Further, when
the real-time inference requests arrive at a high frequency
(e.g., camera (120 reqs/s) [16] or multiple sensors [41]), the
best-effort tasks may even get starved, as shown in Fig. 1(d).
This paper presents R EEF, the first DNN inference serving
system for commodity GPUs with microsecond-scale kernel preemption and controlled concurrent execution in GPU
scheduling to achieve both real time and work conserving.
Specifically, the arriving real-time task should instantly preempt the GPU from the running best-effort kernels without
waiting for their completion. Meanwhile, the best-effort kernels should be executed concurrently by using GPU resources
leftover from the real-time kernels.
A key insight of R EEF is that each kernel in DNN inference
is mostly idempotent. This implies that the running best-effort
kernels can be proactively killed and restored without saving
contexts. Based on this, R EEF proposes a reset-based preemption scheme. To thoroughly flush hundreds of outstanding
kernels in both GPU runtime and devices, R EEF designs
different approaches to resetting different software queues
and retrofits the GPU driver to exactly use existing hardware
mechanisms to reset compute units while preserving device
memory of the GPU. It can improve both kernel preemption
and restore. Therefore, R EEF can launch a real-time task on
the GPU in tens of microseconds, regardless of the number
of preempted kernels and their execution time.
R EEF further proposes a dynamic kernel padding mechanism based on the observation that the execution time of
GPU kernels in DNN inferences is deterministic and predictable. This implies that the pending best-effort kernels
can be carefully selected to pad the real-time kernel without performance interference, based on offline profiling in
advance. R EEF extended GPU compiler to construct a template of padded kernels by using function pointers. Further, to
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eliminate the overhead of indirect function calls on the GPU,
R EEF introduces proxy kernels to address register allocation
problem and avoid unnecessary context saving at runtime.
Therefore, R EEF can concurrently execute the real-time task
with best-effort tasks at the expense of negligible performance
and memory overhead (less than 1% and about 10 KB).
We have implemented R EEF by extending Apache
TVM [73] (a compiler for deep learning) and AMD ROCm [3]
(an open-source GPU computing platform). We evaluate
R EEF using a new DNN Inference Serving Benchmark
(DISB) with diverse workloads and models, as well as a
real-world trace from Apollo [7] (an open autonomous driving platform). Our experimental results show that R EEF only
incurs less than 2% of the end-to-end latency overhead for
real-time tasks but increases overall throughput by up to 4.3×,
compared to dedicating the GPU to real-time tasks. Our approach further reduces the preemption latency by over one
order of magnitude against the state-of-the-art, less than 40
microseconds for all models. To demonstrate the feasibility
of our approaches on closed-source GPUs, we further ported
and evaluated a restricted version of R EEF on an NVIDIA
GPU with a reduction of the preemption latency by up to
12.3× (from 6.3×).
Contributions. We summarize our contributions as follows.
• An in-depth understanding on the characteristics of
GPU-accelerated DNN inferences such as idempotence and
the issues of state-of-the-art GPU scheduling schemes (§2).
• A new reset-based preemption scheme that can launch
a real-time kernel on the GPU in a few microseconds,
regardless of the number of preempted kernels (§4).
• An elegant mechanism that can dynamically pad the
real-time kernel with best-effort kernels to fully exploit the
massive parallelism of the GPU (§5).
• An implementation (§6) on both AMD and NVIDIA GPUs
and an evaluation that demonstrates the advantage and efficacy of R EEF over state-of-the-art (§7).
The source code of R EEF is publicly available at https:
//github.com/SJTU-IPADS/reef. The DNN Inference
Serving Benchmark (DISB) framework can be obtained separately from https://github.com/SJTU-IPADS/disb.

2
2.1

Background and Motivation
Characterizing GPU-Accelerated DNN Inference

Deep neural network (DNN) comprises multiple instances
of versatile layers, such as convolutional, pooling and fullyconnected layers. GPUs have been widely exploited to accelerate DNN inference serving [20, 28, 64]. To serve inference requests on GPUs, the pre-trained DNN model (e.g.,
ResNet [30]) is loaded into GPU memory ahead of time.
Fig. 2 outlines the implementation of GPU-accelerated DNN
inference. For each arriving request, all kernels of the DNN
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# host codes
void inference(...):
10 memcpyH2D(in, in_host, in_sz) # copy in to GPU
11 conv_relu <<<dim(32), ..>>> (in, .., buf_conv)
12 ... # launch other kernels
13 pooling <<<dim(64), ..>>> (.., buf_pool)
14 dense <<<dim(10), ..>>> (buf_pool, .., buf_dense)
15 softmax <<<dim(1), ..>>> (buf_dense, .., out)
16 memcpyD2H(out_host, out, out_sz) # copy out to CPU

Fig. 2: An example of DNN inference using a model like ResNet.
model are executed in turn with the input, and the resulting
output is returned to the DNN application.
DNN inference is now used by both real-time (RT) tasks,
such as obstacle and traffic lights recognition [9, 59], and
best-effort (BE) tasks, such as emotion and fatigue monitoring [19, 48, 84]. The real-time tasks are latency-critical,
because violating the end-to-end latency requirement may
cause system failures or even safety problems. In addition,
such requests are usually issued periodically at various frequencies by input sensors (e.g., camera and LiDAR [7, 41]).
On the contrary, the best-effort tasks have no hard timing
requirement, but are repetitively executed in the background.
Idempotence. The GPU-accelerated DNN model for inference tasks consists of a sequence of kernels, which implement
one or several DNN layers. We observe that GPU kernels in
DNN models are mostly idempotent as they consist of almost
only dense linear algebra computations without side effects.1
Hence, the kernel can always produce the same output with
the same input no matter it has been retried or not. Meanwhile,
in the DNN model, the (k)-th kernel always uses the outputs
of the (k-1)-th kernel and static arguments (e.g., weight) as
inputs, e.g., conv_relu and dense kernel in Fig. 2. Therefore, the execution of DNN inference task can be restored
from any kernel before the interrupted kernel and will not
change the inference results.
Massive kernels. Unlike traditional GPU applications that
only contain a few kernels (e.g., at most 14 kernels in Rodinia [11]), it is common to see hundreds of kernels in modern
DNN models (see Table 1). In response, large amounts of
kernels—usually hundreds or more—would be submitted in
1 We

validated using our tool that all 320 GPU kernels of the 11 DNN models
from Apache TVM’s test suite [72] are idempotent.
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§7 and the execution time (in millisecond). The codes are generated
by TVM [15] and run on AMD Radeon Instinct MI50 GPU.
Model
#Kernels
Exec. Time

ResNet

DenseNet

VGG

Inception

Bert

307
13.6

207
3.5

55
4.4

146
8.3

205
5.4

advance to hide the lengthy kernel launching time. Further, to
fully exploit the GPU, the serving system may concurrently
execute multiple kernels from different inference tasks using
the same or different DNN models. Therefore, the performance penalty of preempting the GPU would be significant
(a few milliseconds) and even comparable to the execution
time of hundreds of kernels.
Latency predictability. We observe that the execution time
of GPU kernels in DNN inferences is deterministic and predictable when running individually on the GPU (no interference). The reasons are two-fold. First, the kernel is mostly
linear algebra computations such as matrix multiplication and
convolution, which contains neither conditional branches nor
inconstant loops. Second, all kernel arguments (e.g., input
and weights) and the output are fixed-size arrays. Therefore,
the execution time of such kernels is independent of the input
of inference request and can be measured and accurately predicted in advance. In practice, we observe that the variance in
kernel execution time of DNN models is typically only a few
microseconds (see Fig. 3(a)). This is also confirmed in recent
literature [6, 28, 47].
100

99.99
99.9

softmax
dense
conv64

99

conv128
conv256
conv512

90

CU usage (%)

__global__ void dense(in, weight, bias, out):
6
sum = 0;
for i in range(0,512)
7
8
sum += in[..]
weight[..]
9
out[..] = sum + bias[..]

Table 1: The amount of GPU kernels in DNN models evaluated in

Percentile

# device codes
__global__ void conv_relu(in, weight, out):
1
sum = 0;
2
for i in range(0,3)
for j in range(0,3)
3
4
sum += in[..]
weight[..]
5
out[..] = ReLU(sum)
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Fig. 3: (a) The CDF of execution time of several typical kernels in
VGG, and (b) the timeline of CU usage during VGG execution on a
GPU with 60 CUs. Note that the execution time of GPU kernels in
VGG covers a fairly wide range from 10 µs to 255 µs (see Fig. 10).
Varied parallelism. The GPU kernels in DNN inferences
usually exhibit completely different parallelism due to varied
input scales. For example, as shown in Fig. 2, the pooling
kernel uses 64 thread blocks, while the softmax kernel just
uses 1 thread block. Consequently, the computational demand
for DNN inferences, namely the number of compute units
(CUs), is ever-changing during the execution. As an example,
Fig. 3(b) shows the CU usage during VGG execution varies
between 6.7% and 86.7%. Therefore, to efficiently exploit the
GPU, it is indispensable to leverage a dynamic mechanism
to select and execute multiple kernels from different DNN
inference tasks at runtime.
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Fig. 4: An example of GPU task scheduling with different kernel

modity GPUs also lack hardware support for the preemption
mechanism.2 As a compromise, prior work [8, 90] proposes
wait-based approaches to implementing block-level preemption for GPU scheduling. The real-time task still needs to
passively wait until the completion of running blocks, as
shown in Fig. 4(b). Further, the preemption latency will increase with the number of preempted kernels (see Fig. 1(c)).
As a compromise, prior work [8, 90] has to limit the number of kernels submitted to the GPU, which is impractical
for DNN inferences. Further, a high-frequency real-time task
will break the execution of best-effort tasks, even leading to
starvation (see Fig. 1(d)).
Multiple GPU streams. To improve overall throughput,
modern GPU libraries (e.g., CUDA [52] and ROCm [3])
commonly provide multiple GPU streams (e.g., CUDA
Streams [60]) to concurrently execute kernels from independent tasks. The runtime scheduler dispatches kernels from
GPU streams on demand to keep all compute units (CUs)
busy, as shown in Fig. 4(c). Although leveraging multiple
GPU streams can improve throughput (see Fig. 1(a)), the
latency of real-time tasks can be significantly degraded by
concurrent tasks, e.g., the last kernel of RT Task#1 in Fig. 4(c).
Even worse, the latency overhead will increase with the number of concurrent tasks (see Fig. 1(b)).

preemption and parallelism schemes for a hybrid workload, which
contains two best-effort and one real-time DNN inference tasks. The
GPU has four compute units (CUs).

3

2.2

The goal of R EEF is to provide preemptive GPU scheduling to
achieve real time for latency-critical tasks and work conserving for best-effort tasks (see ideal scheduling for the example
in Fig. 4). Based on the insight that DNN inference kernels
are mostly idempotent and there are a massive number of
kernels with varied parallelism and predictable latency, R EEF
provides two novel designs called reset-based preemption and
dynamic kernel padding.
Fig. 5 illustrates an overview of R EEF’s architecture. R EEF
consists of (a) an offline part, which compiles and loads userprovided DNN models, and (b) an online part, which schedules and serves DNN inference requests.

State-of-the-art GPU Scheduling

As stated before, DNN inference serving system relies on
GPU scheduling to meet two potentially conflicting performance goals: low latency and work conserving. Although
GPU scheduling has been widely studied in the HPC community [1, 8, 12, 13, 27, 43, 77, 82, 88], the unique characteristics of DNN inferences and the two performance goals
introduce new challenges for GPU scheduling. We review the
state-of-the-art schemes of GPU scheduling and discuss the
performance issues when serving various DNN inferences
through a brief example, as shown in Fig. 4.
Sequential execution. Most existing DNN serving systems,
such as Clockwork [28], use sequential execution to avoid interferences among tasks. Thus, each task can achieve optimal
execution latency, as shown in Fig. 4(a). However, the end-toend latency of RT tasks might be significantly extended due to
lengthy preemption latency (red dimension line), since it has
to wait for the completion of previous tasks (no preemption).
Further, this scheme has a poor overall throughput, due to
sequentially serving inference tasks (i.e., no concurrency).
Block-level preemption. To reduce end-to-end latency for
real-time tasks, it is necessary to preempt the GPU from running best-effort tasks. However, it is difficult to implement
preemptive scheduling on the GPU due to the large context
(e.g., a large amount of registers) [56, 70]. Meanwhile, com-
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3.1

R EEF Overview
System Architecture

DNN model preparation (offline). Typically, DNN models
are first compiled and optimized for accelerator back-ends
(e.g., GPU) and then loaded into the model pool. Inspired by
prior work [12, 36, 77], R EEF extends the model compiler
(e.g., TVM [15]) with a code transformer module, which first
validates the idempotence of kernels in DNN models and then
transforms the source code to assist GPU scheduling in R EEF.
Moreover, R EEF develops a kernel profiler to measure the
computational requirements and the execution time for each
kernel of the model, which is accurate and practical for DNN
models (see §2).
2 Although

NVIDIA claims that their GPUs have been equipped with preemption support since Pascal architecture [51], there is no public available
information or a software controllable interface [12, 39, 77].
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Block of BE Task

Block of RT Task

Task Arriving
Time

GPU

real-time mode

reset-based preemption (§4)

dynamic kernel padding (§5)

Fig. 6: An example of timeline in R EEF. The DNN inference tasks
here are the same as that in Fig. 4.

3.2

Fig. 5: Architecture of R EEF. Modules in boxes with dashed border
are on the critical path of serving DNN inference requests. Other
modules do not directly impact serving latency and throughput.

DNN inference serving (online). R EEF extends a state-ofthe-art GPU runtime (e.g., ROCm [3]) with four major components for DNN inference serving.
Task Queues. R EEF maintains one real-time task queue and
several best-effort task queues. Each queue is bound to a GPU
stream for launching GPU kernels, where inference requests
are served in a FIFO order. For simplicity, R EEF executes
real-time requests one at a time. Note that any scheduling
policy that treats the whole GPU as a single device, such as
EDF [10], can be adopted by R EEF for real-time requests.
Further, R EEF offers an RPC-based interface for DNN-based
applications to deliver inference requests to task queues.
Scheduler. The scheduler in R EEF uses busy polling on task
queues and assigns tasks to the associated GPU streams. Corresponding to whether there are real-time tasks, R EEF provides two execution modes, namely real-time mode and normal mode. The scheduler will switch from normal mode to
real-time mode when encountering real-time tasks, and switch
back to normal mode when the real-time task queue is empty.
Preemption module. In normal mode, R EEF concurrently
serves best-effort tasks from different task queues using multiple GPU streams [3, 60] provided by GPU runtime. In realtime mode, R EEF first uses the preemption module to instantly
preempt the GPU from all running best-effort tasks (§4) and
then launches the real-time task on the GPU immediately.
Dynamic kernel padding (DKP). In real-time mode, before
launching a real-time kernel, the DKP module will select
appropriate best-effort kernels and dynamically pad them to
the real-time kernel (§5). R EEF will execute the padded kernel
on the GPU to achieve high throughput. Note that the besteffort kernels will only use GPU resources leftover from the
real-time kernel.
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An Illustrative Example

Fig. 6 illustrates the timeline of scheduling five DNN inference tasks in R EEF. Upon receiving the first two best-effort
requests r1 and b1 , R EEF runs in normal mode, and the kernels of two different tasks are scheduled to two different
GPU streams. The GPU runtime will concurrently execute
the kernels on the GPU. While r1 and b1 execute, a realtime request v1 arrives. The scheduler immediately switches
to real-time mode, and GPU runtime instantly preempts the
GPU by killing all running kernels of best-effort tasks (i.e.,
r1 and b1 ). Meanwhile, the DKP module selects appropriate
kernels from restored tasks to dynamically pad the kernels of
real-time task v1 . After that, the padded kernel will be executed on the GPU alone. While v1 is completed, the scheduler
switches back to normal mode. All running and later besteffort tasks (i.e., r1 , b1 , b2 , and r2 ) will concurrently execute
on the GPU through two GPU streams.

4

Reset-based Preemption

The key insight behind our idea, namely reset-based preemption, is that the GPU kernels in DNN models are mostly
idempotent, which enables proactive preemption—killing all
running kernels on the GPU immediately and restoring them
later. The benefits are two-fold. First, it avoids saving and
restoring the large context of the GPU (e.g., a 256 KB register file per CU) [70]. Second, there is no need to wait for
all running kernels to complete, which can take hundreds of
microseconds.
However, there are still new challenges before making our
reset-based preemption come true on commodity GPUs. Except for the kernels running on the GPU, hundreds of launched
kernels are buffered in multiple queues maintained by GPU
runtime. This is necessary to hide the kernel launch time and
fully exploit the massive parallelism of GPU. Whereas, evicting all launched kernels makes it indeed difficult to preempt
the GPU in tens of microseconds.
Fig. 7 illustrates the lifetime of launched kernels in the
GPU runtime and devices. First, the scheduler launches all
kernels of an inference task and specifies a GPU stream for
each task. The GPU runtime maintains a linked list, called
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Reset HQs

Reset DQs
Device
Memory

Reset CUs

Fig. 7: Extended GPU runtime in R EEF for instant preemption.
host queue, for each GPU stream to buffer launched kernels.
Each host queue has a background thread that transmits the
buffered kernels asynchronously to a ring buffer, called device
queue, which is accessed by CPU and GPU simultaneously.
The command processor of GPU will poll all device queues
to fetch the buffered kernels and eventually dispatches them
to compute units. Therefore, launched kernels of an inference
task may exist in three places, namely host queues (HQs),
device queues (DQs), and compute units (CUs). To achieve
instant preemption, kernels in all three places must be evicted.
4.1

Evicting Buffered Kernels

The reset-based approach requires proactively evicting all
buffered kernels from both host queues and device queues.
For host queues, it is straightforward to reset them (Ê in
Fig. 7), dequeuing all buffered kernels and reclaiming memory, as they are fully controlled by the GPU runtime. For device queues, however, the GPU runtime cannot evict buffered
kernels from device queues, because the command processor
of GPU can directly fetch kernels from device queues [23],
resulting in data races and unpredictable results. In addition,
the CPU also does not provide a way to safely evict kernels
from device queues. A potential solution is to notify the GPU
to re-register a new device queue [62]. However, it would
incur an unacceptable latency overhead (e.g., about 1 ms on
our testbed).
Inspired by evictable kernels [12], we propose lazy eviction
to reset device queues without extending GPU runtime and
hardware. The code transformer of R EEF injects a piece of
code at the beginning of each kernel in advance, which checks
the preemption flag to realize whether it has been evicted.
When the preemption flag is true, the kernel will voluntarily
terminate itself. Therefore, when a preemption occurs, the
preemption module will immediately set the preemption flag
to true in GPU memory (see Ë in Fig. 7). The kernels buffered
in device queues will be fetched and dispatched to the CUs
as usual, but will terminate themselves immediately.
Our initial queue eviction mechanism imposes a non-trivial
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overhead on the preemption process, taking more than 500 µs
to preempt a single task (see §7.3). An in-depth analysis shows
that the overhead comes mainly from (a) reclaiming memory
from the host queue and (b) waiting to fetch kernels from the
device queue. Therefore, we propose two optimizations to
mitigate overheads.
Asynchronous memory reclamation. The preemption latency is proportional to the host queue length when using synchronous memory reclamation for evicted kernels in the host
queues. Therefore, the performance penalty of preempting
a DNN inference task would be significant, since it requires
buffering hundreds of kernels in the host queue. To instantly
evict GPU kernels from the host queue, R EEF leverages a
background GC thread to reclaim memory asynchronously.
Specifically, R EEF resets the host queue by simply nullifying
the head pointer first and then notifying the GC thread to
reclaim memory in the background.
Device queue capacity restriction. Although using lazy
eviction can terminate kernels in the device queue immediately at the beginning of execution, the kernels still have
to be fetched and dispatched to the CU, which takes around
20 µs per kernel. It is common to buffer hundreds of kernels in a device queue, since it can reduce the frequency of
context switches by filling up the device queue with a large
number of kernels from host queues at a time. However, it
may also increase the preemption delay to even more than
1 ms. Therefore, R EEF restricts the capacity of the device
queue to achieve microsecond-scale kernel preemption. Tuning the device queue capacity provides a tradeoff between
preemption latency and execution time. As the queue capacity decreases, the preemption latency also decreases because
fewer kernels need to be evicted, but normal execution time
increases because the GPU has more idle time waiting for
the runtime to fill device queues with the kernels from host
queues. We empirically choose a device queue capacity to 4
on our testbed, since it is sufficient to reset the device queue in
30 µs with negligible overhead on normal execution time (i.e.,
less than 0.3%). Furthermore, using a smaller device queue
also produces slightly higher CPU utilization (e.g., about 15%
increase) due to more frequent filling of the device queue.
4.2

Killing Running Kernels

To avoid waiting for the completion of running kernels, the
reset-based preemption proactively kills the running kernels
in the GPU. Unfortunately, there is neither an API provided by
GPU runtime nor a functionality exposed by GPU driver that
can kill the running kernels from the host side. We observed
that GPU driver has the ability to terminate CPU process and
also kill associated GPU kernels, even when the kernel stucks
in an infinite loop. It implies that GPU driver can indeed
kill an uncompleted kernel. However, this function will also
reclaim GPU memory allocated by the process and GPU
kernels. Thus, the preempted kernel has to reload DNN model
parameters to GPU memory, taking even a few seconds.
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4.3

Restoring Preempted Tasks

The best-effort tasks should be restored after being preempted.
In general, the task has to be re-executed from the beginning,
and is assumed to have no side effects. Fortunately, the idempotence characteristic of kernels in the DNN model ensures
that the execution of DNN inference task can be restored from
any kernel before the interrupted kernel. This implies that the
scheduler can safely re-execute the preempted best-effort
tasks. However, this may incur severe additional overhead
because DNN models commonly have massive kernels (usually hundreds or more). Therefore, it is important to restore
the preempted task from the kernel close to where it was interrupted. Unfortunately, it is almost impossible to precisely
identify the interrupted kernel, because the kernel running on
the CUs is killed directly by the command processor of GPU.
To remedy this problem, R EEF adopts an approximation
approach to ensure that the preempted task is restored from
at most a constant number (c) of kernels before the interrupted kernel. More specifically, the preemption module first
records the last kernel (kl ) transmitted to the device queue
when it starts resetting the task queue, and then restores the
preempted task from c kernels before kl , where c denotes the
device queue capacity. We observe that the command processor sequentially fetches a kernel from the device queue and
runs it on the CUs. This implies that the interrupted kernel
will not be earlier than c kernels before the last kernel (kl ) in
the device queue. Furthermore, R EEF will redundantly execute at most c+1 kernels. Since c is configured to be relatively
small (i.e., 4), the restore overhead is negligible (about 30 µs).
4.4

Preemption on closed-source GPUs

Many commodity GPUs (e.g., NVIDIA GPUs) are still closed
source. This poses new challenges to our reset-based preemption scheme, which has to treat the GPU runtime as a black
box. The primary limitation is that we cannot reset CUs to
proactively kill running kernels (Ì in Fig. 7). Apart from that,
R EEF is also unable to manipulate host queues and device
queues directly outside of the GPU runtime. But fortunately,
the lazy eviction scheme proposed by R EEF for resetting DQs
(Ë in Fig. 7) does not require any modification to the GPU
runtime.
We propose a restricted version of reset-based preemption,
called R EEF -N, for closed-source GPUs. R EEF -N first wraps
each GPU stream, the general abstraction provided by GPU
runtime, into a virtual host queue (vHQs), which intercepts
and buffers all launched kernels. Similar to the (physical) HQ
inside the GPU runtime, each vHQ also has a background
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To remedy it, R EEF retrofits the kernel killing function
of GPU driver and exposes it to the preemption module in
GPU runtime. The new function will instruct the command
processor to kill all running kernels on the CUs but preserve
their running state in GPU memory. The preemption module
will use it to kill all running kernels (see Ì in Fig. 7) after
evicting host queues and device queues.

Block of BE Task
(RT)Task Latency

Fig. 8: An example of serving multiple kernels in parallel with
different approaches.

thread to transmit buffered kernels asynchronously to the
GPU runtime. After that, R EEF -N treats the whole GPU
runtime as several device queues (one for each GPU stream),
such that R EEF can easily reset vHQs to evict buffered kernels,
instead of resetting HQs directly (Ê in Fig. 7). R EEF -N still
follows the lazy eviction to reset DQs, and then waits for all
running kernels to complete. Finally, to simulate DQ capacity
restriction, R EEF limits the number of outstanding kernels in
the GPU runtime; the background thread of vHQ transmits a
fixed number of kernels to the GPU runtime in a closed loop.

5

Dynamic Kernel Padding

To achieve high throughput, both real-time and best-effort
tasks should be concurrently executed on the GPU to achieve
work conserving. However, to avoid interference with realtime tasks, the best-effort tasks should be only served by using
GPU resources leftover from the real-time tasks. Regrettably,
none of the existing approaches can provide such controlled
concurrent execution on the GPU.
First, using different GPU streams to launch real-time and
best-effort tasks cannot avoid interfering with each other. As
shown in Fig. 8, the dispatch delay between GPU streams
(20–40 µs) might postpone the execution of real-time kernels
or limit the available resources (e.g., CUs) to them. Using
additional inter-stream barriers to synchronize kernel dispatch
among CUs will also cause performance overhead.
Second, static kernel fusion [74] can merge multiple kernels from different tasks into a single one at compile time
and then launch the fused kernel on the GPU using a single
stream. It can avoid interference between real-time tasks and
best-effort tasks in advance. However, static kernel fusion
has to pre-compile all possible combinations of all kernels in
DNN models to enable scheduling at runtime. As mentioned
above, DNN inferences have hundreds of kernels in common
(see Table 1), which makes it impractical for static kernel
fusion. For example, it requires more than 35 GB of GPU
memory to store the fused kernels for five DNN models in
Table 1—considering only all combinations of no more than
three kernels.
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# device codes
__device__ void dense(in, weight, bias, out): ...
__global__ void dkp(rt_kern, rt_args,
be_kerns, be_argss):
1
ncus = rt_kern.ncus # number of CUs
2
if (cu_id() < ncus) then
3
rt_kern(rt_args) # run RT/kernel
4
else
5
ncus += be_kerns[i=0].ncus
while (cu_id() >= ncus)
6
7
ncus += be_kerns[++i].ncus
8
be_kerns[i](be_argss[i]) # run BE/kernel
# host codes
void inference(...):
# set the real-time kernel w/ its args (e.g., dense)
9
rt_kern, rt_args = ...
# select a set of best-effort kernels w/ their args
10 be_kerns, be_argss = kern_select(rt_kern)
11 dkp <<<..>>> (rt_kern, rt_args, be_kerns, be_argss)
12 ... # launch other dynamic padded kernels

Fig. 9: Pseudocode for dynamic kernel padding in R EEF.
Our approach: dynamic kernel padding. Inspired by kernel fusion, our approach also combines real-time kernels and
best-effort kernels into a single one and launches it using a
single GPU stream, as shown in Fig. 8. Differently, we construct a template (called dkp kernel) at compile time and use
function pointer to fill and execute kernels at runtime. Further,
we dynamically select best-effort kernels to avoid interference
with the real-time kernel.
Fig. 9 shows an example of a dkp kernel (dkp) for dynamic kernel padding, declared as a global function (i.e.,
kernel entry). Instead of being statically inlined into the dkp
kernel, candidate kernel functions (e.g., dense) are declared
as individual device functions, which can be passed as dkp
kernel arguments and called by function pointers (line 3 and
8). The dkp kernel partitions the CUs to execute one realtime candidate kernel (rt_kern) and a set of best-effort
candidate kernels (be_kerns) in parallel. It first allocates
sufficient CUs for the real-time kernel (line 1–3) and then
assigns the leftover CUs to the best-effort kernels (line 5–8).
When launching a real-time kernel, the DKP module selects
appropriate best-effort kernels to concurrently execute with
the real-time kernel (line 10, see also §5.2).
5.1

Efficient Function Pointers

Without specific optimizations, the naive design would significantly decrease the performance of real-time kernels, due
to the unique characteristics of function pointers on the GPU.
We summarize the two key performance issues of the default
function pointer mechanism on the GPU.
Limited register allocation. Unlike CPU programs, GPU programs require a diverse yet fixed amount of registers, which
is counted at compile time and encoded into the model executable. Such an attribute prohibits the direct use of function
pointers in GPU kernels, as the number of registers used by
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the indirectly called function cannot be determined statically.
The default behavior of the GPU compiler is to assign a predefined static upper bound to limit the callee’s register usage,
which may force the callee to save variables on the stack
due to the insufficient registers, leading to poor performance
compared to purely using registers [43].
Expensive context saving. Indirect function calls on GPUs
are much more expensive than CPU programs, due to the
enormous context (e.g., dozens of registers) that needs to
be saved and restored before and after the function call. For
thousands of threads, there might be MB-sized registers saved
and restored, introducing significant overheads. Although the
compiler will inline as many functions as possible to avoid
this overhead, indirect function calls via function pointers
cannot be inlined, which may impose significant performance
penalty on dynamic kernel padding.
R EEF tackles the two above issues by introducing global
function pointer as a substitution of the default function
pointer mechanism. Since global functions are treated as kernel entries, the compiler neither applies register limitations
nor adds context saving/restoring code to them. Thus, declaring candidate kernels as global functions instead of device
functions can solve both issues. According to our observation,
context saving in candidate kernels is actually unnecessary, as
the dkp kernel exits immediately after calling rt_kern or
be_kerns[i] (see Fig. 9). Therefore, the lack of context
saving code in candidate kernels does not affect the execution
correctness.
However, as the kernel entry, a global function cannot be
called by another global function (e.g., dkp kernel). To bypass
this restriction, we replace indirect function calls with jump
instructions in assembly code, and manually prepare the initial
state of candidate kernels by following the conventions [45].
This approach makes no changes to the compiler and only
incurs a trivial function call overhead (around 1%).
Dynamic register allocation. The real-time kernel performance is still not ideal after applying the global function
pointer technique because of the over-allocation problem. To
meet the varied register demands of candidate kernels, the
dkp kernel has to allocate as many registers as possible (i.e.,
over-allocation), which may decrease the CU occupancy3 ,
and thus increase the execution time. An intuitive solution is
to overwrite the register count of the dkp kernel just-in-time
before it is launched, making it adaptive to selected candidate
kernels. Unfortunately, the kernel’s register count has been
loaded to the GPU memory with the model in the off-line
phase (§3), which means overwriting its value requires a CPUto-GPU memory copy before every kernel execution, severely
affecting the execution performance.
R EEF addresses the dynamic register allocation problem
3 The

CU occupancy implies how many blocks can be executed on a CU
simultaneously. It depends on how many resources (e.g., register) each
block demands. Higher CU occupancy can lead to better performance.
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best-effort blocks should meet the following two rules.
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Fig. 10: The measured execution time of kernels in five DNN models.
The details of DNN models can be found in Table 1.

by introducing a set of proxy kernels. Proxy kernels share
the same source code as the dkp kernel in Fig. 9, but allocate different number of registers, allowing the scheduler to
dynamically pick the proper proxy kernel according to each
candidate kernel’s register demand. Unfortunately, generating proxy kernels for every possible register count faces the
kernel amount explosion problem. For example, on AMD
Instinct MI50 GPU with at most 128 scalar registers and 256
vector registers for each thread, it will generate 32,768 proxy
kernels to cover all possible register configurations.
To reduce the proxy kernel amount, we generate proxy
kernels to cover all possible CU occupancies rather than register counts. Since proxy kernels are introduced to prevent
over-allocation from decreasing the CU occupancy, proxy
kernels that have different register count yet share the same
CU occupancy are actually redundant and can be merged together. More specifically, there are 10 CU occupancy levels
on AMD Instinct MI50 GPU we use, corresponding to 10
register count ranges, which allows us to generate only 10
proxy kernels, each allocating the maximum amount of registers allowed in a CU occupancy level. For each candidate
kernel, the scheduler picks the proxy kernel with the fewest
allocated registers that fulfill the candidate kernel’s demand,
which achieves the highest CU occupancy possible. This way,
the amount of proxy kernels is narrowed down from 32,768
to 10 without affecting the candidate kernel’s performance.
Dynamic shared memory. In addition to registers, overallocation of shared memory may also decrease the CU occupancy of proxy kernels. Fortunately, the kernel is enabled
to dynamically allocate shared memory by setting a property
(i.e., “dynamic shared memory”) when launching the kernel.
During model compilation, R EEF converts the declaration of
variables from fixed-size shared memory to dynamic shared
memory (i.e., adding extern before __shared__). Consequently, the amount of shared memory used by proxy kernels
can be set at runtime, depending on the maximum demand of
candidate kernels.
5.2

Kernel Selection

For dynamic kernel padding, the kernel selection policy is
important to avoid latency interference with real-time tasks,
which selects a set of blocks from candidate best-effort kernels to share the GPU with the arriving real-time kernel.
R EEF proposes a greedy heuristic to ensure that the best-
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Rule 1. The execution time of best-effort kernels must be
shorter than that of the real-time kernel, since the execution time of the dkp kernel is determined by the slowest block.
Based on the observation of latency predictability for GPU
kernels in DNN models (see §2.1), we develop an offline kernel profiler to measure the computational requirements and
the execution time for each kernels of loaded models.
Rule 2. The CU occupancy of best-effort kernels must be
higher than that of the real-time kernel, since the CU occupancy of the dkp kernel is determined by the minimum of
kernels. Note that the CU occupancy of kernels can be directly
obtained from the source code of DNN models.
The kernel selection policy fully meets the design goal of
treating the real-time tasks as first-class citizens on the GPU.
It is not only efficient, selecting best-effort kernels in less
than 1 µs, but also effective, limiting the latency overhead
of real-time kernels to less than 1% on average, see §7.4 for
details. However, the policy is also conservative, so the constraint may limit room for improvement in overall throughput.
For example, when the execution time of best-effort kernels
is often longer than that of real-time kernels (e.g., VGG and
DenseNet in Fig. 10), the throughput improvement of dynamic kernel padding may be trivial, even if the real-time
tasks only use a few CUs.

6

Implementation

We first implemented and deployed R EEF on AMD GPUs
because of its open-source platform and ISA [26, 54], which
can fully demonstrate the efficacy of reset-based preemption
and dynamic kernel padding. R EEF was implemented by extending Apache TVM [73] and AMD ROCm [3], with about
5,500 lines of C++ code. Beyond that, to further show the
feasibility of R EEF on closed-source GPUs, we also ported
R EEF -N, a restricted version of reset-based preemption, on
NVIDIA GPUs with CUDA [52].
Model compiler. R EEF extends Apache TVM [15], a machine learning compiler framework, with a code transformer,
which mainly adds two modifications to the source code of
DNN inference: (1) a preemption flag, which is injected into
kernel arguments to lazily evict the kernel; (2) a set of proxy
kernels, which is constructed for the padded kernels.
GPU runtime. For AMD GPUs, R EEF builds the preemption module on HIP [63] of ROCm, a portable GPU runtime
and programming library. similar to NVIDIA CUDA [52].
Specifically, R EEF adds three new APIs to GPU runtime:
(1) hip_reset_hq, which resets host queues and moves
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commands to the GC thread; (2) hip_set_stream_cap,
which limits the capacity of the device queue used by a GPU
stream; (3) hip_reset_kern, which resets the compute
units by using hardware mechanisms via the GPU driver in
Linux [61].
For NVIDIA GPUs, R EEF -N intercepts three CUDA APIs
related to kernel launch and stream management, and adds
the following operations: (1) cuStreamCreate, which creates a vHQ and links it to the created CUDA stream; (2)
cuKernelLaunch, which buffers the launched kernel in
the vHQ and transmits it to GPU runtime (i.e., CUDA [52])
in the background; (3) cuStreamSynchronize, which
waits for GPU runtime to complete all launched kernel of
the CUDA stream. Finally, R EEF -N provides a new API
cuResetHQ to reset vHQ by dequeuing all buffered kernels.

7
7.1

Evaluation
Experimental Setup

Testbed. The experiments were mainly conducted on a GPU
server that consists of one Intel Core i7-10700 CPU (total 8 cores), 16 GB of DRAM, and one AMD Radeon Instinct MI50 GPU (60 CUs and 16GB of memory). The software environment of the server was configured with ROCm
4.3.0 [3], Apache TVM [73] 0.8.0, and Ubuntu 18.04. The
hardware platform resembles the computational resources of
autonomous vehicles [4, 71]. We further evaluate R EEF -N on
a closed-source GPU (NVIDIA V100 GPU) to demonstrate
the generality of our approach, using the same server with
CUDA 10.2 [52] installed.
Workloads. Inspired by YCSB [17, 18], we build a new DNN
inference serving benchmark (DISB) that contains a suite of
tools and five workloads: (A) low load, (B) high RT load,
(C) high BE load, (D) multi-RT load, and (E) random load,
summarized in Table 2. The real-time (RT) clients in DISB
A–D uniformly send inference requests at a given frequency,
which simulates real-time DNN applications in autonomous
driving (e.g., obstacle recognition with cameras [7]), while the
clients in DISB E send 20 requests per second with a Poisson
arrival distribution, which simulates event-driven real-time
DNN applications (e.g., speech recognition [32, 75]). Note
that serving 220 RT requests per second sequentially for VGG
model would saturate our testbed (see Fig. 1(d)). On the other
hand, the closed-loop best-effort (BE) client continuously
issues inference requests, which simulates a contention load
on the GPU (e.g., driver monitoring).
Five representative DNN models are deployed in DISB,
including ResNet-152 [30] (RNET), DenseNet-201 [35]
(DNET), VGG-19 [68] (VGG), Inception v3 [69] (IN3), and
DistilBert [66] (BERT), all generated by Apache TVM [15].
Each client always submits inference requests for a certain
DNN model. Specifically, VGG is used by DISB A–C for
their RT clients, and RNET is used by DISB A and B for their
BE clients. Workloads with 5 RT/BE clients deploy all five
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Table 2: DISB workload description. #/model denotes the number
of clients and their DNN models. [U/P] denotes an arrival distribution (i.e., Uniform or Poisson).
DISB

A

Num. of RT clients 1/VGG
Frequency (reqs/s) 100 [U]

B

C

D

E

1/VGG 1/VGG 5/ALL 5/ALL
220 [U] 100 [U] 20 [U] 20 [P]

Num. of BE clients 1/RNET 1/RNET 5/ALL 5/ALL 5/ALL

DNN models in their clients separately, which simulates multiple DNN applications in a single scenario (e.g., autonomous
vehicles [7, 41]).
Furthermore, we use a real-world trace from an open autonomous driving platform (i.e., Apollo [7]) as the real-time
workload, which provides a realistic arrival distribution of
real-time tasks in autonomous driving. The trace was collected from the logs of the perception module [5] when running Apollo with SVL simulator [42, 65], and we selected
the closest DNN models in terms of execution time from the
above five models for the inference requests. Meanwhile, the
same best-effort workload as DISB C–E is used, where five
clients continuously issue different DNN inference requests.
Currently, each workload in DISB represents a particular
mix of real-time and best-effort DNN inference tasks, the
number of clients, and request frequency, which focuses on a
particular point in the performance space. Users can further
extend DISB with new workloads, or even some production
traces from specific applications, to model more different
scenarios.
Comparing targets. We compare R EEF with typical scheduling approaches. SEQ sequentially runs each DNN inference
task on the GPU with passive task preemption, which is
adopted by Clockwork [28]. Specifically, when there are multiple tasks waiting in the queue, it prioritizes real-time tasks,
but still needs to wait for the completion of launched besteffort tasks. GPUStreams runs both real-time and best-effort
tasks simultaneously on the same GPU through multiple GPU
streams, which is adopted by TensorRT [50]. As a reference,
we further provide RT-Only, which represents the optimal
end-to-end latency for real-time tasks, as it dedicates the GPU
to real-time tasks.4
7.2

Overall Performance

We first compare the end-to-end latency of real-time tasks and
the overall throughput of R EEF with other approaches using
DISB workloads and a real-world trace, as shown in Fig. 11.
Single BE Client (DISB A and B). For workloads with a
single BE client, the performance impact of using SEQ or
GPUStreams is relatively low, since GPU contention from
best-effort tasks is not severe, either in terms of wait time
(SEQ) or concurrent interference (GPUStreams). For DISB
4 In

this case, additional GPUs are dedicated to best-effort tasks, which also
result in extra cost and energy consumption, as well as low GPU utilization.
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Fig. 11: Comparison of (a) end-to-end real-time task latency, and
(b) overall throughput (including both real-time and best-effort tasks)
using different scheduling approaches.
A, compared with RT-Only, SEQ and GPUStreams improve
overall throughput by 1.46× and 1.66×, but also amplify
real-time task latency by 1.95× and 1.84×, respectively. In
contrast, R EEF incurs negligible (0.5%) overhead on realtime task latency, but improves overall throughput by 1.60×,
comparable to GPUStreams.
For DISB B, due to running real-time tasks more frequently, SEQ suffers 1.12× slowdown on real-time task latency, slightly better than DISB A, as it only has to wait for
fewer best-effort tasks. However, its throughput only achieves
96% of RT-Only, since real-time tasks saturate the GPU and
best-effort tasks have little chance to run. For similar reasons,
the overall throughput of GPUStreams also drops to 76% of
RT-Only, while its real-time task latency is still 1.70× higher
than RT-only. Conversely, R EEF can still limit the overhead
on real-time task latency to 1% (about 60 µs) and provides
a 1.14× speedup on overall throughput, thanks to our resetbased kernel preemption and dynamic kernel padding.
Multiple BE Clients (DISB C, D, and E). With the increase
of best-effort workloads, the overall throughput of all approaches improve to varying degrees over RT-Only by sharing
the GPU between two types of tasks. However, they have very
different performance in terms of real-time task latency. Both
SEQ and GPUStream make the same tradeoff between realtime task latency and overall throughput, differing only in the
magnitude of the performance impact. For three workloads,
SEQ improves overall throughput by 1.34× to 2.10×, but
also amplifies real-time task latency by 1.51× to 1.86×. For
GPUStreams, the above numbers become 3.94× to 8.19×
and 2.65× to 3.31×.
Differently, R EEF improves overall throughput as much as
possible, based on the premise that real-time tasks should not
be affected in any way. As a result, R EEF offers almost the
same real-time task latency as RT-Only in all workloads, with
less than 1.5% overhead (0.1 ms). For overall throughput,
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R EEF provides a close result of GPUStreams on DISB C,
since VGG is easy to be padded with most DNN models (see
§5.2). On DISB D and E, the throughput of R EEF is about
25% lower than that of GPUStreams, due to using a mix of
five DNN models for real-time tasks, while DKP does not
always work well on a few combinations of real-time and
best-effort tasks (see §7.4 for details). However, R EEF still
outperforms RT-Only by 3.00× and 2.96×, respectively.
Real-world workload from Apollo (REAL). For the realworld workload, compared to RT-Only, SEQ and GPUStreams
increase overall throughput by 3.6× and 8.3×, while amplifying the latency of real-time tasks by 1.35× and 3.35×,
respectively. Due to the low load of real-time tasks in the realworld trace (about 43 reqs/s), R EEF stays in normal mode
to execute best-effort tasks concurrently most of the time,
similar to GPUStreams. Therefore, compared to RT-Only,
R EEF achieves 7.7× throughput improvement with less than
2% latency overhead for real-time tasks, thanks to our resetbased preemption, which can preempt the GPU within tens
of microseconds after the real-time task arrives.
7.3

DNN Inference Preemption

The vanilla wait-based preemption approach proposed in prior
work [12] is not practical for DNN inference serving, since
it only allows executing tasks one by one. Therefore, we extended it to allow concurrent inference serving by removing
the limit on the amount of launched kernels and also implementing lazy eviction. This version is used as the baseline to
demonstrate the efficiency of our reset-based preemption.
Preemption latency. Fig. 12(a) compares the preemption
latency of two approaches. The reset-based preemption outperforms the wait-based approach by more than an order of
magnitude for all DISB workloads, from 15.3× (DISB E)
to 18.5× (DISB C). The main reason is that the wait-based
approach has to passively wait for the completion of running
kernels in CUs and the eviction of massive kernels in host
and device queues, while the reset-based approach is able
to proactively kill all kernels (usually much less) in these
three places. As expected, both approaches take more time
to handle multiple concurrent BE clients (DISB C, D, and E)
than a singel BE client (DISB A and B).
Furthermore, we evaluate the preemption latency for di-
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verse DNN models, where we use a single BE client to send
inference requests for a given model and send a real-time
request after a random time interval to preempt the GPU. As
shown in Fig. 12(b), the wait-based preemption latency highly
depends on the type of models, from 268 µs (VGG) to 790 µs
(RNET), due to the difference in the number of kernels and
the execution time (see Table 1). In contrast, the reset-based
approach is not sensitive to DNN models and can preempt the
GPU in the range of 35 µs to 38 µs for all five models.
To further investigate the impact of different model properties on the preemption latency, we simulate DNN models
with different number of launched kernels and kernel execution times. By default, we set the number of launched kernels
and the kernel execution time to 100 and 100 µs, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 13, the preemption latency of wait-based
approach raises linearly, while our reset-based preemption
approach remains stable at very low latency (less than 40 µs).
For wait-based approach, the preemption latency is significantly positively correlated with as number of launched kernels and the kernel execution time, since it has to wait for the
eviction of launched kernels and the completion of running
kernels. In contrast, the reset-based approach proactively resets the host and device queues in GPU runtime, as well as
the CUs, where the cost is independent of model properties.
Optimizations. We propose two optimizations on the resetbased preemption approach, namely asynchronous memory
reclamation and queue capacity restriction. To demonstrate
the effect of optimizations, Fig. 14 shows the preemption latency with the increase of BE clients (RNET), and the latency
breakdown for a single BE client. By enabling two optimizations, the preemption latency significantly drops by up to 92%
(from 87%), as shown in Fig. 14(a). As a reference, even with-
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out optimization, the reset-based approach still outperforms
wait-based approach by up to 3.0× (from 1.7×).
Since the two optimizations are used when resetting host
and device queues, respectively, Fig. 14(b) breaks down the
preemption latency to show the contribution of two optimizations separately. For a single BE client, using asynchronous
memory reclamation reduces the latency of resetting host
queue from 17 µs to 3 µs. Meanwhile, using queue capacity restriction further reduces the latency of resetting device
queue from 424 µs to 31 µs. Note that using command processor to reset CUs is extremely fast (less than 3 µs).
Queue capacity. We restrict the device queue capacity to mitigate the overhead incurred by lazily evicting the remaining
kernels in the queue (see §4.1 for details). However, reducing queue capacity also increases normal execution time and
CPU utilization. Fig. 15(a) shows the preemption latency and
normal execution time when serving RNET inferences as the
queue capacity increases. When the device queue capacity increases from 1 to 4, the execution time reduces from 14.3 ms
to 12.3 ms. However, when the capacity further increases, the
change in execution time becomes trivial (less than 0.3%).
Conversely, the preemption latency increases linearly with the
queue capacity. Therefore, as a reasonable tradeoff between
preemption latency and normal execution time, R EEF adopts
a default capacity of 4 for the device queue on our testbed,
which has almost zero overhead for normal execution and
provides acceptable preemption performance (about 30 µs).
Finally, using a smaller device queue also results in higher
CPU utilization. For instance, reducing the queue capacity
from 256 to 4 increases CPU utilization from 17% to 31%.
Task restore. We further evaluate the execution time overhead of preempted tasks due to task restore. We use a single
BE client to send inference requests; for each task, we randomly preempt and restore it. As shown in Fig. 15(b), the
restore time for all DNN models is low, ranging from 70 µs to
245 µs, which mainly depends on the kernel execution time
of DNN models (see Fig. 10). Note that R EEF redundantly
executes at most five kernels for restoring preempted tasks,
thanks to the queue capacity restriction. Further, the execution
time overhead is about 2% for all DNN models, except for
VGG (5.1%), as it has the fewest kernels (55), and its kernel
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Dynamic Kernel Padding

To study the efficacy of dynamic kernel padding, we use
a high contention workload, where one RT client and one
BE client simultaneously send requests at a high-enough frequency to keep the GPU busy. RT-Only serves only real-time
tasks to ensure optimal (real-time) task latency, while GPUStreams serves both types of requests concurrently to achieve
the highest overall throughput. Differently, dynamic kernel
padding also serves only real-time tasks but pads best-effort
tasks to avoid starvation and improve overall throughput.
Performance. Fig. 16 reports the experimental results for
one-to-one combinations among five DNN models using
above workload. As expected, GPUStreams significantly amplifies real-time task latency by an average of 1.35×, ranging
from 1.04× to 1.70×, due to severe interference from concurrent best-effort tasks. However, R EEF is able to provide
almost optimal latency to real-time tasks, with an average
overhead of just 1% (up to 3%).
For overall throughput, we separately report the throughput
of real-time tasks and the normalized throughput of best-effort
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ory overhead for padded kernels using different optimizations.

tasks.5 For RT-Only, the GPU is busy serving real-time tasks,
so the throughput of best-effort tasks is zero (even if RT-Only
is willing to serve them). Although GPUStreams increases
overall throughput by an average of 1.52×, the throughput
of real-time tasks drops by 24.4% on average, due to severe
interference in concurrent execution. Conversely, R EEF first
guarantees throughput for real-time tasks and then leverages
dynamic kernel padding to increase overall throughput. The
performance improvement mainly depends on two conditions.
First, the execution of real-time tasks on the GPU leaves
room for improvement. As shown in Fig. 17, the real-time
kernels in IN3 and BERT use an average of 85% and 70% of
CUs, respectively. Therefore, dynamic kernel padding hardly
improves such cases, increasing just 6% on average. Note
that GPUStreams can still improve overall throughput of
them, but also greatly sacrifices the performance of real-time
tasks. Second, the execution time of best-effort kernels must
be shorter than that of the padded real-time kernels. This
explains why R EEF can achieve large improvement (1.41×)
by padding VGG with RNET, but not vice versa, which is
also confirmed by the increase of CU usage (BE) in Fig. 17
Optimizations. To investigate the impact of optimizations
on both performance and memory usage, we first evaluate
the overhead using different implementations of the function
pointer on the GPU. We measured such overhead by launching real-time kernels through the dkp kernel without padding
any best-effort kernels. As shown in Fig. 18(a), the default
function pointer implementation (Default) incurs execution
time overhead from 78% up to 503% for real-time tasks with
different DNN models. By using the global function pointer
(GlobalPtr), the overhead is significantly reduced to 46.4%
on average (from 11.5% to 120%), as it eliminates the limit
on the number of registers for device function pointers and
avoids additional register saving and restoring during the
function call. Finally, the overhead drops to 0.8% on average
(1.21% at most) by using proxy kernel (ProxyKernel), which
can dynamically allocate registers to each kernel and maximize CU occupancy. The minimal overhead comes from the
logic branch of CU partition and the initial state preparation
for global function pointers.
We further evaluate the impact of optimizations on reduc5 The

throughput of best-effort tasks is normalized to that of real-time tasks,
following the formula: throughputBE × (latencyBE / latencyRT ).
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Fig. 19: (a) The execution time of kernel selection for DISB A-E
and (b) the CDF of execution time overhead for real-time kernels
using dynamic kernel padding.

does not reset CUs to proactively kill running kernels, the
preemption latency just ranges from 71µs to 288µs, which
still outperforms the wait-based approach by up to 12.3×
(from 6.3×) on the NVIDIA GPU. By comparing R EEF -N
and R EEF on the AMD GPU, we observe that killing running
kernels proactively further contributes to an average speedup
of 2.0× in preemption latency, especially for preempting
concurrent tasks (e.g., 2.3× for DISB C). In addition, the
performance of R EEF -N is close on two GPUs.
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Fig. 20: Comparison of preemption latency on NVIDIA and AMD
GPUs using different preemption schemes with DISB workloads.
ing GPU memory usage. As shown in Fig. 18(b), using static
kernel fusion (Kernel Fusion) requires over 35 GB of GPU
memory to store the fused kernels for five DNN models—all
combinations of no more than three kernels, which even exceeds the memory capacity of most commodity GPUs. R EEF
proposes proxy kernels (DKP w/o OPT) to reduce GPU memory usage to about 32 MB. Finally, generating proxy kernels
to cover all possible CU occupancies (DKP w/ OPT), instead
of all possible register configurations, can dramatically reduce
GPU memory usage to only 10 KB.
Kernel selection. Fig. 19(a) shows the average time of kernel
selection for DISB A-E during dynamic kernel padding. For
workloads with a single BE client (DISB A and B), R EEF
takes about 0.2 µs to select best-effort kernels for the given
real-time kernel. The selection time increases to 0.4 µs for
workloads with multiple BE clients (DISB C, D, and E) due
to more candidates. In general, the cost of kernel selection is
quite trivial and can be easily hidden by kernel execution.
To further study the accuracy of kernel selection, we evaluate the execution time overhead for the real-time kernel due to
padding best-effort kernels on all DISB workloads. As shown
in Fig. 19(b), over 37% of real-time kernels are not negatively
impacted by concurrent execution with best-effort kernels,
and the overhead of more than 90% real-time kernels is still
less than 4 µs. The increase of execution time is mainly due
to the contention on GPU memory and shared L2 cache.
7.5

Closed-source GPUs

Finally, we evaluate R EEF -N, a restricted version of resetbased preemption using DISB workloads on both NVIDIA
and AMD GPUs, and compare it to the wait-based approach
and R EEF, respectively. As shown in Fig. 20, even if R EEF -N
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Discussion

Assumption of idempotence. The reset-based preemption in
R EEF is based on the assumption that each kernel in DNN
inference should be idempotent. Currently, all DNN inference
kernels we encountered, a total of 320 kernels from 11 models [72], are shown to be idempotent. However, readers might
be interested in whether our approach still works with kernels
without the idempotence assumption. Strictly speaking, the
reset-based preemption demands that the kernel always produces the same output for the same input no matter it has been
retried or not. Therefore, a transactionization approach [40]
can be used to transform non-idempotent kernels into idempotent ones if necessary. Furthermore, since only best-effort
kernels may be preempted in R EEF, this transformation only
sacrifices the performance of transformed kernels (i.e., besteffort kernels) to ensure that real-time kernels can be instantly
executed upon arrival with no performance penalty. We leave
the incorporation of this technique to future work until we
actually encounter non-idempotent DNN kernels.
Restrictions on kernel selection. The current kernel selection policy is effective but conservative, since the primary
goal of R EEF is to avoid performance interference with realtime tasks. An obvious limitation is the constraint that the
execution time of best-effort kernels must be shorter than
that of the padded real-time kernel, which limits room for
improvement in overall throughput. We found that the GPU
kernel can be tailored towards shorter execution time per
block by using more thread blocks during model compilation.
For example, Apache TVM automatically tunes the number of
thread blocks for overall performance, but also allows developers to customize it [38]. Currently, the overall throughput
improvement of R EEF is largely attributed to enabling instant
kernel preemption, which allows the idle GPU to perform
best-effort tasks. Thus, we leave it to future work to overcome
the restriction on kernel selection. Furthermore, the policy
does not consider the contention for GPU memory between
real-time and best-effort kernels, since it is still sufficient for
running multiple DNN inference tasks. We also leave it to
future work.
Future GPU APIs and runtime. We leverage several subtle
hacks on the GPU runtime to enable µs-scale reset-based
preemption on commodity GPUs. Our work also informs the
design of future GPU APIs and runtime. First, given that com-
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modity GPUs are generally capable of resetting compute units
(CUs), a separate GPU API to precisely reset CUs is feasible
and would be useful to kill and restore all running kernels. Second, we propose a new GPU API that instructs the command
processor to discard fetched kernels and stop fetching more
kernels from the device queue (DQs). Based on it, DQs can be
proactively reset with a hardware-software co-design, replacing our software-only solution (i.e., lazy eviction). Finally, the
GPU runtime could provide a high-level API for developers
to reset the GPU stream, by discarding kernels buffered in
internal data structures (e.g., host queues) and resetting the
GPU via two new APIs. We believe that these extensions can
greatly simplify implementation, even fully implementing
reset-based preemption on closed-source GPUs, and further
improve performance, for example instantly preempting the
GPU in 10 µs.

9

Related Work

DNN inference serving systems. Prior model serving systems [21, 25, 29, 53, 79] mainly focus on meeting servicelevel objectives (SLO), typically in the tens of milliseconds [22, 31, 81], and improving overall throughput of datacenter applications. Clockwork [28] leverages the latency
predictability of DNN inference to achieve low tail latency.
It runs inferences sequentially on dedicated GPUs to provide
predictable performance. Clipper [20] and Nexus [67] enables batching inferences on the same model to improve GPU
utilization and inference throughput. Abacus [22] enables
simultaneous DNN inferences by accurately predicting the
latency of the overlapped operators. INFaaS [64] can automatically select the right variant with different optimizations for
each inference to meet diverse SLOs. However, the latency
SLOs for datacenter applications are much more relaxed than
those for real-time systems, for example 2× of their solo-run
latencies [22]. Therefore, using non-preemptive scheduling
or batching scheme is effective for datacenter applications,
but not for real-time scenarios (e.g., autonomous vehicles).
Furthermore, the design of R EEF is orthogonal to the above
distributed serving systems. Two key mechanisms in R EEF
can also be integrated into them to improve per-GPU throughput and preserve low latency for real-time inferences.
GPU kernel preemption. Apart from the software preemption techniques, prior work also has proposed hardware enhancement to support preemptive GPU scheduling [44, 56, 70]. An intuitive solution is to support context
switch on GPUs [70]. However, it is far more expensive on
GPU than CPU due to the large context (e.g., a large amount
of registers). Zhen et al. [44] proposed lightweight context
switching to avoid unnecessary register saving. Tanasić et
al. [70] extended the hardware to passively preempt a streaming multiprocessor (SM) of GPU by stopping issuing new
thread blocks. Chimera [56] further proposed SM flushing
to instantly preempt an SM when detecting idempotent exe-
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cution. Differently, our approach retrofits existing hardware
mechanism and requires no modification on the GPU to implement instant preemption.
GPU multitasking. There have been many efforts to concurrently execute multiple GPU kernels for high throughput [27, 43, 55, 57, 74, 76]. For DNN computation, Rammer [47] takes a holistic approach to exploit both inter- and
intra-kernel parallelisms at compile time, which uses static
kernel fusion [74] to enforce the CU assignments of the concurrent kernels. However, static kernel fusion requires the
fused kernels to be known at compile time, which is not applicable for dynamic task scheduling in R EEF. R EEF proposes
dynamic kernel padding to allow making scheduling decisions at runtime. Prior work has also proposed approaches
to model and predict the slowdown of concurrent kernel execution [13, 14, 86, 88]. DASE [34] models the memory
contention of concurrent kernels. Themis [87] uses a neural
network to predict the performance interference. The prediction can help make scheduling decisions to match the latency
requirements of real-time kernels. However, the prediction
cannot always be accurate, and the slowdown actually happens. Differently, dynamic kernel padding in R EEF enforces
concurrent kernels to use only GPU resources leftover from
the real-time kernel. Currently, R EEF mainly focuses on GPU
computational resources (i.e., CUs) and assumes that other
resources are sufficient (e.g., GPU memory and bandwidth).
We leave it as future work.

10

Conclusion

This paper presented R EEF, the first DNN inference serving system for commodity GPUs. It enables microsecondscale kernel preemption and controlled concurrent execution in GPU scheduling to achieve real time and work conserving. First, R EEF can launch a real-time kernel on the
GPU by proactively killing and restoring best-effort kernels
at microsecond-scale. Second, R EEF can dynamically pad
the real-time kernel with appropriate best-effort kernels to
fully exploit the GPU with negligible overhead. In addition,
we built a new benchmark (DISB) for DNN inference serving that contains diverse workloads and a real-world trace.
Evaluation using DISB and microbenchmarks confirmed the
efficacy and efficiency of R EEF on AMD and NVIDIA GPUs.
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A

Artifact Appendix

This artifact provides the source code of R EEF, a detailed readme,
and scripts to reproduce the main experimental results from the
OSDI 2022 paper—“Microsecond-scale Preemption for Concurrent
GPU-accelerated DNN Inferences” by M. Han, H. Zhang, R. Chen,
and H. Chen. R EEF is the first GPU-accelerated DNN inference
serving system that enables microsecond-scale kernel preemption
and controlled concurrent execution in GPU scheduling. We provide
instructions to build the software package and run experiments. Our
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artifact obtained the “Artifacts Available”, “Artifacts Functional” and
“Artifacts Reproduced” badges from the Artifact Evaluation process
of OSDI 2022. The DOI of our artifact is https://doi.org/
10.5281/zenodo.6586106.
Artifact repository. All project source code, including full
instructions on how to build and run the main experiments on R EEF and benchmarks is available in the following
git repository: https://github.com/SJTU-IPADS/reefartifacts/tree/osdi22-ae.
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